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learn what new ideas were in the works. Tall
Timbers, according to their literature, is the
oldest and largest bobwhite research program
in the country. I met with game biologist
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On a trip to Tall Timbers Research Station and Land Conservancy near Tallahassee,
Florida, in January, I was able to review some
of the current quail studies firsthand and

Top, a quail hen incubates her eggs. Bottom, land management at Tall Timbers focuses on
creating prime quail habitat.

Shane Wellendorf, who gave me a tour of the
facility. I arrived there during the last week of
banding season, when a half-dozen scientists
were banding and attaching transmitters to
the quail. e weight, age, and sex of each
bird was recorded before returning it to the
exact location where it was captured the night
before.
Wellendorf and I drove through some of
the 115,000 acres under easement in what is
known as the Greater Red Hills Region. As
we rode along, Shane pointed out some of the
complexities of quail restoration.
“ink of the quail as a 6- to 8-ounce
turkey that is at the bottom of the food chain.
Just about every predator that walks, crawls,
or flies wants to eat it. e quail would rather
walk than fly, and it cannot move well
through thick grass, like fescue. It needs cover
to protect it from avian predators, plants that
attract bugs in the spring to give the chicks
much-needed protein, and plants that produce seeds in the fall and winter to carry it
through those lean months.”
e Red Hills area of Georgia, according
to Shane, is comprised of over 350,000 acres
and is one of the last great bastions for the
bobwhite. A large number of private plantations are linked together in the area and have
been for decades. “We now know that quail
will not make it very long on small amounts
of acreage. You need at least 500 acres to
maintain a sustainable covey population. e
exception is if you can get a number of smaller, adjoining landowners to put in quail
restoration programs, then you have a chance
to improve the quail population,” stated
Wellendorf.
I told Shane that Marc Puckett, a small
game biologist with the Virginia Department
of Game and Inland Fisheries, was working
on a program in Virginia similar to what he
just described. “We know Marc and his work
in Virginia,” Shane replied, adding, “He is a
well-respected biologist.”
Upon my return, I called Marc and
asked him how the new quail restoration plan
in Virginia was progressing. Marc suggested I
speak with some people who have been involved in the program for a few years now:
Phil Bain in Southampton County and Dennis Owens, who has a farm just outside of
Blackstone.
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